THE JACK CURTIS DUBOWSKY ENSEMBLE TO PERFORM ALL NEW ORIGINAL
SCORE TO ACCOMPANY CLASSIC LOVE STORY
SUNRISE: THE SONG OF TWO HUMANS
FEBRUARY 9 @ THE FRIDA CINEMA
& FEBRUARY 14 @ THE ART THEATER LONG BEACH

Follow Up to Dubowsky’s Scores to Nosferatu, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Mark of Zorro, The
Phantom Carriage

“Dubowsky’s score perfectly matched the German Expressionist cinematography and Gothic horror of
NOSFERATU. This is not the heavy Hammer Films romanticism of the 1997 James Bernard orchestration,
or even the German post-Wagner romanticism of the original Hans Erdmann score (lost for many years),
but a mixture of light romantic lyricism (each character has a memorable musically recurring theme),
mixed with sparse 20th century experimental music and musical sound effects.” KPFK

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Composer, musician, author and educator Jack Curtis Dubowsky and
his Jack Curtis Dubowsky Ensemble (JCDE) will debut an all new score to the classic love story
Sunrise: The Song of Two Humans in a live concert with the film for two special screenings in
February at the The Frida Cinema in Santa Ana (2/9) and at The Art Theatre Long Beach (2/14).

The iconic film directed by F. W. Murnau and shot in his trademark Expressionist style, is the
latest in a series of original scores Dubowsky wrote inspired by classic films. Previous works
include Nosferatu, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde, The Mark of Zorro and The Phantom Carriage—all of
which debuted locally with performances/screenings. This incarnation of JCDE consists of
founder/conductor/composer Dubowsky, Jeff L. Schwartz (double bass), Charles Sharp
(woodwinds, electronics), R. Scott Dibble (keyboards), Henry Webster (violin, viola), Sean
Stackpoole (flute), and Slam Nobles (percussion). Both The Art and Frida Cinema shows begin
at 8pm and tickets to both are $13.50 each.
Says Dubowsky:
Trailer:
https://youtu.be/JebAVkXzYcI
For more information visit:
http://thefridacinema.org/
http://arttheatrelongbeach.org/
About Jack Curtis Dubowsky Ensemble
JCDE is an internationally recognized new music group that combines acoustic instruments,
electronic hardware, composed material and structured improvisation. The ensemble has
released three full-length albums and has performed in noted venues nationwide including The
Tank (NYC), Meridian Gallery (SF), AS220 (providence, RI) and The Lilypad (Cambridge, MA).
About Jack Curtis Dubowsky
Jack Curtis Dubowsky is author of Intersecting Film, Music, and Queerness (2016 Palgrave
MacMillan), bridging musicology, cinema studies, and queer theory. Dubowsky directed the
documentary Submerged Queer Spaces (2012) and produced queercore albums including Glen
Meadmore’s Hot Horny and Born Again (1993) and Helot Revolt’s In Your Face Up Your Butt
(1992). His monograph Easy Listening and Film Scoring: 1953-1978 is forthcoming on Routledge.
Dubowsky is a member of the Television Academy, the Recording Academy, and the Motion
Picture Editors Guild.
About Sunrise: The Song of Two Humans (Rotten Tomatoes)
Considered by many to be the finest silent film ever made by a Hollywood studio, F.W.
Murnau's Sunrise represents the art of the wordless cinema at its zenith. Based on the
Hermann Sudermann novel A Trip to Tilsit, this "Song of Two Humans" takes place in a colorful
farming community, where people from the city regularly take their weekend holidays. Local
farmer George O'Brien, happily married to Janet Gaynor, falls under the seductive spell of
Margaret Livingston, a temptress from The City. He callously ignores his wife and child and
strips his farm of its wealth on behalf of Livingston, but even this fails to satisfy her. One foggy
evening, O'Brien meets Livingston at their usual swampland trysting place. She bewitches him
with stories about the city -- its jazz, its bright lights, its erotic excitement. Thrilled at the

prospect of running off with Livingston, O'Brien stops short: "What about my wife?" Drawing
ever closer to her victim, Livingston murmurs "Couldn't she just...drown?" (the subtitle bearing
these words then "melts" into nothingness). In his delirium, the husband agrees. The plan is to
row Gaynor to the middle of the lake, then capsize the boat. Gaynor will drown, while O'Brien
will save himself with some bulrushes that he'd previously hidden in the boat; thus, the murder
will look like an accident. The next day, the brooding O'Brien begins slowly rowing his
unsuspecting wife across the lake. Halfway to shore, he makes his intentions clear, but is unable
to go through with it. As his wife cringes in terror, O'Brien rows to the other side of lake. Once
ashore, she runs away from him in terror, as he stumbles after her, trying to apologize. Gaynor
boards a streetcar bound for the city, with O'Brien climbing aboard a few seconds afterward.
Upon reaching the city (a renowned set design), O'Brien continues trying to make amends to his
wife. They sit disconsolately at a table in a restaurant, unable to eat the plate of cake that is set
before them. Slowly, Gaynor begins overcoming her fear. The couple wander into a church,
where a wedding is taking place. Breaking down in sobs, O'Brien begins repeating the wedding
vows, thereby convincing Gaynor that she has nothing to fear. Together again, the couple
embraces in the middle of a busy street, oblivious to the honking horns and irate motorists.
Anxious to prove to each other that all is well, the husband and wife spend a delightful
afternoon having their pictures taken and "dolling up" in a posh barber shop. They cap their
unofficial second honeymoon at a joyous festival in an outsized amusement park. More in love
with each other than ever before, O'Brien and Gaynor head back across the lake in the dark of
night. Suddenly, a storm arises. Pulling out the bulrushes with which he'd planned to save
himself, O'Brien straps them onto Janet, telling her to swim to shore. The storm passes.
Washing up on shore, the unconscious O'Brien is brought home. But Gaynor is nowhere to be
found, and it is assumed that she has died in the storm. Half-insane, O'Brien strikes out at
Livingston, the instigator of the murder plan. Just as he is about to throttle the treacherous
temptress, he is summoned home; his wife is alive! As Livingston stumbles out of the village,
O'Brien and Gaynor cling tightly to one another, watching the sun rise above their now-happy
home. Together with Seventh Heaven, Sunrise earned Janet Gaynor the first-ever Best Actress
Academy Award, while Charles Rosher and Karl Struss walked home with the industry's first
Best Photography Oscar. The film itself was also in the Oscar race, but lost out to the more
financially successful Wings.
For more information on JCDE visit:
http://www.destijlmusic.com/jcde/aboutjcde.html
http://www.jackcurtisdubowsky.com/
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